


• Six Artistic Interventions for the Miami Beach Convention 

Center Expansion and Renovation Project 

•Unique works of art by six world renowned contemporary artists 

• Integrated with architecture and landscape of Miami Beach 

Convention Center- Interior and Exterior Works 

•Dimensions as provided by artist in design development 

drawings 

• All materials must be approved by an art conservation 

specialist familiar with marine grade weather environments 

•All exterior works will have graffiti protective coating 
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(2nd Floor NE 
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Artist Statement Bent Pool (Working Title), 2015 

“We often reconfigure the aesthetics and contexts of familiar spaces and objects to challenge people’s 

perceptions of them, so that they can experience them in new ways. Our artistic practice encompasses public 

works, sculptures, performances, and large-scale installations that often emphasize the everyday or the 

insignificant, especially within our ongoing investigations of the physical and social conventions of urban 

squares and parks, and of public institutions such as museums, hospitals, waiting rooms, prisons, and airports. 

We compare these public places with people’s domestic and private spheres, in which we all live out our own 

individual lifestyles and desires. 

 

With Bent Pool, we again confront the conventional sculptural traditions of what an outdoor sculpture can be. 

Whereas public sculptures often commemorate historic events in a heroic way, this work turns an everyday 

domestic object into a monumental arch: a swimming pool, modified in its design and isolated from its 

functional context.” 
 

ELMGREEN & DRAGSET 

Michael Elmgreen (b. 1961, Copenhagen) and 

Ingar Dragset (b. 1969, Trondheim) are based 

in Berlin and have worked together as an artist 

duo since 1995. They have held solo exhibitions 

worldwide, including at PLATEAU, Samsung 

Museum of Art, Seoul; National Gallery of 

Denmark, Copenhagen; Astrup Fearnley 

Museet, Oslo; Victoria and Albert Museum, 

London; Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, 

Rotterdam; ZKM Museum of Modern Art, 

Karlsruhe; MUSAC, León; The Power Plant, 

Toronto; Serpentine Gallery, London; Tate 

Modern, London; and Kunsthalle Zürich. They 

have participated in the Liverpool, Singapore, 

Moscow, Gwangju, São Paulo, Istanbul, and 

Berlin biennials and received a special mention 

for their exhibition “The Collectors”, Nordic and 

Danish Pavilions, 53rd Venice Biennale (2009). 

They were shortlisted for the Hugo Boss Prize, 

Guggenheim Museum, New York (2000) and 

won the Preis der Nationalgalerie, Hamburger 

Bahnhof, Berlin (2002). In 2012 Elmgreen & 

Dragset were selected for London’s Fourth 

Plinth Commission in Trafalgar Square. 

www.elmgreen-dragset.com 
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Elmgreen & Dragset 

Powerless Structures, Fig. 101, 2012, Fourth Plinth, London  



Elmgreen & Dragset 

Prada, Marfa, Texas, 2005 



SARAH MORRIS  

Sarah Morris was born in 1967 in the UK. She 
studied at Brown University (1985–89) and 
Jesus College, Cambridge University (1987–88) 
before completing the Whitney Museum of 
American Art Independent Study Program 
(1989–90). She received the American Academy 
Berlin Prize Fellow (1999-2000) and Joan 
Mitchell Painting Award (2001-02). Morris has 
had numerous international solo exhibitions 
including Museum of Modern Art, Oxford (1999); 
Kunsthalle Zürich (2000); Hamburger Bahnhof – 
Museum für Gegenwart, Berlin (2001); Moderna 
Museet, Stockholm (2005); Palais de Tokyo, 
Paris (2005); Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, 
Rotterdam (2006); Fondation Beyeler, 
Rienhen/Basel (2008); Lenbachaus, Munich 
(2008); Museo d’Arte Moderna di Bologna 
(2009); Museum für Moderne Kunst, Frankfurt 
am Main (2009); Wexner Centre for the Arts, 
Columbus, Ohio (2012); Musée National 
Fernand Léger, Biot (2012); Kunsthalle Bremen, 
Bremen (2013); M Museum, Leuven (2015). 
www.sarah-morris.info 
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Artist Statement Sans Souci, 2015 
Sans Souci, is a vibrant site-specific artwork by Sarah Morris, providing an evolving spectrum of 

color and geometry that invites the viewer to reflect upon the concepts of motion, scale, light and 

social space through the use of organic and geometric forms. The artwork, with over 5,000 sq. ft. 
of exterior wall space, will be custom fabricated porcelain tile on wall.  
  
Located on the Northeast exterior walls of the Miami Beach Convention Center, Sans Souci 

connects the passer-by, whether they are on foot or in a car, with the architecture of the building 
and the city at large. 
  
The forms in the wall painting create a tempo, a joining of time and space, crystalized into color.  

Morris’s longstanding practice employs the psychological and visceral properties of color in her 

paintings, and a fictional cinematic space produced by documenting reality in her films.  

Throughout her practice, Morris has focused upon the idea of mapping the city and the 
fragmentary path of the individual with virtual diagrams of architecture and movement. 
  
Miami and most importantly the City of Miami Beach have long been the subjects of focused 

interest for Morris.  She made her third film titled “Miami” in 2002, which was prominently exhibited 

at City of North Miami MoCA that same year.  Her simultaneous series of paintings focused on 

Miami’s past and present. Florida’s history in relation to tourism, leisure, architecture, industry, the 

American dream and politics are rich subjects for Morris’s interest. Sans Souci references Morris 
Lapidus’ s first architectural work in 1949 outside of his interior designs.   









Dimensions: 

East Wall 16’ x 129’ 

North Wall (1) 17’ x 122’ 

North Wall (2) 22’ x 105’ 







Sarah Morris 

Big Ben, 2012, London Underground, Gloucester Road Station, London 



Artist Statement Waterways, 2015  

Waterways is directly inspired by Miami Beach’s unique connection to the many bodies of water that nourish 

the larger Florida ecosystem. Visitors to the Miami Beach Convention Center’s Pre-Function Room will see 

themselves reflected in a 1,000 sq. ft. watery hand-made mirror engraved with a shimmering drawing of the 

waterways connecting Miami Beach both to the Bay of Biscayne and the Atlantic Ocean and to the great 

watershed of the Everglades, leading all the way to the Gulf of Mexico.  The map highlights the beautiful and 

sometimes fraught intersections between the natural and the manmade that together create a landscape 

unlike any other.  It shows what makes the city special and beautiful and it does so in a way that in turn creates 

a thought-provoking and seductive experience for visitors to the Miami Beach Convention Center. 

 

ELLEN HARVEY  

Ellen Harvey is a Brooklyn-based British-born 
artist. She has exhibited extensively in the U.S. 
and internationally and was included in the 2008 
Whitney Biennial.  She studied at Harvard, Yale 
Law School and the Whitney Independent Study 
Program.  She has completed commissions for 
New York Percent For Art, New York Arts in 
Transit, the Philadelphia International Airport, 
the Chicago Transit Authority, the Flemish 
National Architect and the Federal Art in 
Architecture program. Recent exhibitions include 
The Unloved at the Groeninge Museum, 
Belgium (2014); The Alien’s Guide to the Ruins 
of Washington DC at the Corcoran Gallery 
(2013) and The Nudist Museum at the Bass 
Museum (2010). She has been the subject of 
several books, including a new monograph, 
Ellen Harvey: Museum of Failure, published by 
Gregory R. Miller & Co. this year. Harvey’s Metal 
Painting and Museum of Ornamental Leaves are 
currently on view in Philadelphia at the Barnes 
Foundation and Locks Gallery, respectively. 
www.ellenharvey.info 
 





Dimensions: 

Two Panel Installation 

Each Panel Measures 11’-4” x 52’-1” 





Ellen Harvey  

Reforestation, 2013, IRS Building, Andover, Massachusetts  



Ellen Harvey  

Detail, Reforestation, IRS Building, Andover, Massachusetts  



FRANZ ACKERMANN   

Franz Ackermann was born in 1963 in Neumarkt 

St. Veit, Germany. He studied at Akademie der 

Bildenden Künste, Munich (1984-88) and at 

Hochschule für Bildende Kunst, Hamburg (1989-

91). He holds a professorship of Fine Arts at the 

Academy of Fine Arts Karlsruhe (since 2001). 

Ackermann has participated in numerous 

international solo exhibitions including 

Kunsthalle Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe (2014); 

Berlinische Galerie, Berlin, (2013); Faena Arts 

Center, Buenos Aires, (2012); Kunstmuseum 

Bonn, Bonn, (2009); Kunstmuseum St. Gallen, 

St. Gallen, (2009); Irish Museum of Modern Art, 

Dublin, (2005); Museum of Contemporary Art, 

Chicago, (2002); Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam, 

(2002); Portikus, Frankfurt, (1997). He has 

executed several site specific works including 

'Hügel und Zweifel', Berlinische Galerie, Berlin, 

(2014); 'Franz Ackermann: Walking South', 

Faena Arts Center, Buenos Aires, (2012); 

'Coming Home' and '(Meet Me) At the Waterfall', 

AT&T Stadium, Dallas, (2009); 'Sunrise, Sunset', 

Goldman Sachs, New York, (2009); 'The Great 

Journey', Georg-Brauchle-Ring Station, Munich 

Underground,(2003). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franz_Ackermann 

 

Artist Statement Mental Maps, 2015 

Franz Ackermann makes vibrant paintings and installations centered on themes of travel, tourism, 

globalization and urbanism. Mental Maps, his first major series, were produced during a stay in Hong 

Kong. Combining the factual precision of traditional street maps with his own interpretation of the local 

environment, these small watercolours documented the artist’s perception of the great cities of Asia, 

South America and Australia. Ackermann has since created large-scale dynamic installations that are 

built up from individual components comprising paintings, drawings, photographs, wall drawings and 

sculptural, billboard-like constructions. His work frequently deals with the double side of tourism – the 

glamour, speed and consumption of international travel but also the detritus, architectural scarring and 

garbage that it leaves behind, and his installations often take on the appearance of strange 

advertisements for a global tourism industry run amok. The places he depicts have a generic quality, and 

yet they look strangely familiar: non-places where the traveler’s desire replaces the local culture. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franz_Ackermann
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franz_Ackermann
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franz_Ackermann
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franz_Ackermann
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franz_Ackermann
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franz_Ackermann
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franz_Ackermann


LOCATION  
OF 
ARTWORK 

Dimensions 
South Wall 16’ X 168’  
East Wall 16’ X 152’ 





Franz Ackermann 

Coming Home and (Meet Me) At the Waterfall, 2009, AT&T Stadium, Dallas 



Franz Ackermann 

The Great Journey, 2003, George-Brauchle-Ring Station, Munich 



  

JOEP VAN LIESHOUT 

Joep van Lieshout (Ravenstein, Netherlands, 
1963) is a sculptor, visionary, enfant terrible and 
entrepreneur. With his sculptures and 
installations, buildings and furniture, utopias and 
dystopias he explores the boundaries of art. His 
work focuses on systems, power, autarky, life, 
sex, and death - the human individual in the face 
of a greater whole.  

Van Lieshout has had numerous international 
exhibitions, including La Friche le Belle de Mai, 
Marseille (2013); Mumok, Vienna (2010); 
Winzavod, Moscow (2009); Museum Folkwang, 
Essen (2008); Albion, London (2008); Central 
del Arte, Guadalajara (2006); Kröller-Müller 
Museum, Otterlo (2005); MACRO, Rome (2005); 
Camden Arts Centre, London (2002); PS1, New 
York (2001); Museum of Contemporary Art, 
Miami (1999); USF Contemporary Art Museum, 
Tampa (1999); The Contemporary Arts Center, 
Cincinnati (1999); Museum für 
Gegenwartskunst, Zürich (1995). His works 
have been included in the Gwangju and São 
Paulo biennials and are part of the collections of 
museums and galleries worldwide. 
www.ateliervanlieshout.com 
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Artist Statement Humanoids, 2015 
‘Humanoids invite people to see the human soul in natural and manmade objects’ 
  
The Humanoids in the North East Ballroom Park are a classic representation of the work of Joep van 

Lieshout. Van Lieshout is a Dutch artist who is internationally recognized for his sculptures, large-scale 

installations and public artworks. These works, which reflect on society, usually become destinations and 

serve as place makers in their environment. In addition, his art tends to go viral; examples include Funky 

Bones, The Mini Capsule Hotel and most recently Domestikator.  
  
The Humanoids, created for the park in Miami Beach, are part of his recent fascination with man and 

nature. They appear as abstract figures, which use the park and the natural environment as their habitat, 

formulating a subtle statement about our relationship to nature and our origins.  The sculptures will be 

placed throughout the park, along the canal and amidst the trees. They will invite visitors to engage, 

whether it be to use them as rendezvous spots, places to remember, sketch, write, think or talk, and they 

encourage social interaction and contemplation. 

http://www.ateliervanlieshout.com/
http://www.ateliervanlieshout.com/
http://www.ateliervanlieshout.com/
http://www.ateliervanlieshout.com/
http://www.ateliervanlieshout.com/
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Dimensions will 

vary as follows: 

Length: 5’ – 11.5’ 

Width: 2.6’ – 10’ 

Height: 1.6 – 7.2’ 
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Joep Van Lieshout 

Funky Bones, 2010, 100 Acres, Indianapolis, USA (The Fault in our Stars) 
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Joep Van Lieshout 

Wellness Skull, 2007, Sudeley Castle, Winchcombe, UK 



JOSEPH KOSUTH  
Joseph Kosuth (Ohio, USA 1945) is one of the 
pioneers of Conceptual art and installation art, 
initiating language based works and appropriation 
strategies in the 1960's. His work has consistently 
explored the production and role of language and 
meaning within art. His fifty-year inquiry into the 
relation of language to art has taken the form of 
installations, museum exhibitions, public 
commissions and publications throughout Europe, 
the Americas and Asia, including most of the 
Documentas and Venice Biennales in recent 
decades. Kosuth has received several honours 
and awards, among them: the Chevalier de l'ordre 
des Arts et des Lettres from the French 
government (1993); the Menzione d'Onore at the 
Venice Biennale (1993); the Decoration of Honour 
in Gold for services to the Republic of Austria 
(2003); and he was inducted into the Royal Belgian 
Academy (2012). In 2015 the Instituto Superior de 
Arte, at the University of Havana, awarded him a 
Honoris Causa doctorate. Kosuth currently holds 
the Millard Chair at Goldsmiths, University of 
London. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Kosuth 
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Artist Statement Located World, Miami Beach, 2015 

Located World, Miami Beach located in the west lobby of the Miami Beach Convention Center will be part 

of an important series of public works that I have made in Europe and Japan that locate a sense of place 

in the abstractions of quantified meaning and query the impulse or the ‘will to know’ where we are. In a 

sense the work is about how a community defines itself both within and without borders. 

  

The work is configured in its specific relation to the rest of the world. This is directly represented in the 

graphic configuration scaled proportionally in relation to distance, the closer a location is—in this case to 

Miami Beach–the larger it is graphically, reflecting the mileage differential. My project provides a double 

experience, in one case it locates Miami Beach in relation to the world for the inhabitants of the city, and, 

at the same time, it becomes a connective welcome to the inhabitants of other cities to Miami Beach. 

  

This ‘map of the world’ consisting of signposts of cities and towns becomes a global configuration by list, 

all the more so due to the arbitrary basis of its inclusive procedure. What makes this new work exciting 

and specifically suited to its location in Miami Beach is that due to Miami Beach’s proximity to Havana, 

Cuba–Havana will be one of the largest and most prominent cities cited in the work. As such the work 

pays homage to Miami Beach’s Cuban community and also highlights the newly evolving relationship 

between the US and Cuba. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Kosuth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Kosuth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Kosuth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Kosuth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Kosuth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Kosuth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Kosuth






West Lobby North Jr. 

Ballroom Dimensions: 

40 ‘ x 138 ‘ 

Junior Ballroom North 

South Elevation 

Dimensions: 

 

TBD 







Joseph Kosuth 

Detail, A Propos (Reflecteur de Reflecteur), 2004, Sean Kelly Gallery, New York   



Joseph Kosuth 

An Interpretation of This Title, Nietzsche, Darwin and the Paradox of Content, 2009, Edinburgh, Scotland 



Joseph Kosuth 

The Language of Equilibrium, 2007, Venice Biennale, Venice  


